
 

NEWS 
 

Dear all,  

 

How are you all doing?  

Summer has passed and the mornings and evenings are getting cooler.  

I feel autumn is approaching. The sunset time has also come earlier. 

COVID seems to have settled down a little in Japan, but how about your country? 

It's the turn of the season, but please be careful about your physical condition.  

 

 

 

“SHOJIN RYORI” (Japanese Buddhist Cuisine) 

Shojin ryori is one of the traditional Japanese Buddhist Cuisine. 

It was introduced from China. “Shojin” means “improving the soul” or  

“concentration” and “Ryori” means the word for dish or cuisine. 

Buddist cuisine that forbids the consumption of meat and fish. 

Shojin ryori is based mainly on grain, vegetables, and beans and 

has been eaten by Buddhist monks who are prohibited from 

killing animals and eating meat. 

Ingredients with pungent flavors such as garlic, oinion and Chinese chives,  

tend to be avoided. 

They believe that soybean products such as miso, soy sauce, tofu,  

and natto was originated from shojin ryori. 

Shojin ryori is popular not only as a vegetarian or monk dish but also as a healthy dish.  
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This time, we received an application for coverage from Newsweek, and our Representative Director Okawa 

responded and the publication was realized. We think the following are the reasons for the interview 

request. We use a very responsive production method that manufactures tools of the size requested by the 

user and supplies them in a short delivery time, which is almost immediate delivery. Also, we think that 

attention has been focused on the fact that it is a small and medium-sized enterprise that has the 

advantage of selling "high precision", which is Japan quality, and it is developing a niche business of tools 

for industrial machinery.  

We would appreciate it if you could read the article and refer to our ideas and how to proceed. 

 

Click here! ↓ 

http://www.theworldfolio.com/interviews/from-punching-to-industrial-machinerythe-allstar-

manufacturer/4961/ 
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